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ABSTRACT

The objective of the FIRST project is to define a modern DoD Standard Datalink
capability. This defined capability or standard is to provide a solution to wide variety of
test and training range digital data radio communications problems with a common set of
components, flexible to fit a broad range of applications, yet be affordable in all of them.
This capability is to be specially designed to meet the expanding range distances and data
transmissions rates needed to test modern weapon systems. Presently, the primary focus of
the project is more on software, protocols, design techniques and standards, than on
hardware development. Existing capabilities, on going developments and emerging
technologies are being investigated and will be utilized as appropriate. Modern processing-
intensive communications technology can perform many complex range data
communications tasks effectively, but a large-scale development effort is usually necessary
to exploit it to its full potential. Yet, range communications problems are generally of
limited scope, so different from one another that a communication system applicable to all
of them is not likely to solve any of them well. FIRST will resolve that dilemma by
capitalizing on another feature of modern communications technology: its high degree of
programmability. This can enable custom-tailoring of datalink operation to particular
applications, just as a PC can be tailored to perform a multitude of diverse tasks, through
appropriate selection of software and hardware components.
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INTRODUCTION

FIRST is an attempt to solve a wide variety of test and training range communications
problems by defining a standard datalink capability that is flexible to fit a broad range of
applications yet affordable in all of them. Modern processor-based communications



technology is so powerful that it is difficult to implement piecemeal; a large-scale
development effort is necessary to exploit it to its full potential. Yet, range
communications problems are so varied it would seem that a system applicable to all of
them is not likely to solve any of them well. FIRST is attempting to resolve that dilemma
by capitalizing on another feature of modern communications technology: its high degree
of programmability. This would enable custom-tailoring to individual applications, just as a
PC can be tailored to perform a multitude of diverse tasks, through appropriate selection of
software and hardware components.

Based upon the initial design concept, transceivers will be reconfigurable to provide a
variety of rates, link reliabilities, and special capabilities, by varying hardware, software
and firmware. Variations in system-level software configuration would allow different
capabilities to be traded off with one another to satisfy changing demands, so, for example,
maximum capacity would be attainable for one test, minimum latency for another. It would
even be possible to reconfigure installations dynamically during missions, to accommodate
unanticipated and changing communications requirements. System operation would be
highly automated, to allow such modifications to be established at the operational planning
level, and implemented below that level with minimal technical support. In all installations,
cost would be controlled by allowing ranges to procure only those capabilities needed for
their particular applications, and not have to pay for features they do not need.

BACKGROUND

Test and training ranges have many diverse needs for radio-based digital data
communications. Command and control applications generally require very high link
reliability (e.g., command destruct links for range safety). Real-time surveillance of assets
can necessitate a very large number of individual reporting units, as in a large-scale ground
training exercise. Weapons testing involves a small number of units, but with very high
position accuracy and updating rate requirements. Many vehicle control applications
require very low latency (i.e., net delay through the communication system). These needs
have traditionally been addressed through the development of many different digital data
communication systems, each optimized to its own particular application, with few
common components, little opportunity for sharing of equipment among ranges, and unique
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) and frequency management problems at every
installation. Development of common datalink equipment to serve these needs could
facilitate increased compatibility and interoperability among assets from different ranges,
and provide large cost savings through economies of scale in development, production and
life-cycle support.

The FIRST program was started in 1992 at Naval Air Warfare Center, Weapons Division
(NAWCWPNS), Pt. Mugu, CA, with Central T&E Investment Program (CTEIP) funding,



to investigate the concept of a general-purpose test and training range data link. A survey
of range data link needs led to the conclusion that the major portion of range digital radio
communications needs were amenable to a common system electrical design solution. A
modular electrical and mechanical design approach also appears to enhance the
tailorability of such a system, allowing individual ranges to selectively procure only those
system elements required for their own applications, and therefore not pay for capabilities
they do not require.

Initial system definition studies resulted in the following goals, on which the FIRST
program remains focused:

• The primary goal is affordability. A common datalink must be so affordable for the
various users that it will be difficult to justify not using it.

• To be affordable, a common datalink must be produced in volume. This will occur only
if it can be applied to a wide variety of range communications applications.

• To be widely applicable, a common datalink must meet several worst-case performance
requirements. These include low latency and high capacity, link reliability, and data
integrity.

• To remain affordable, a common datalink must be tailorable so it need not meet all
requirements simultaneously. Its design must allow the various capabilities to be traded
off against one another in different ways in different installations.

A laboratory test bed transceiver was developed at NAWCWPNS, which verified the
premise that a modular design approach was practical, and demonstrated the capability to
emulate several types of data link transceivers with affordable, off-the-shelf components.

REQUIREMENTS

The recent Requirements Survey led to the following set of capabilities and features
generally needed for many applications by most ranges:

Applications - Typical applications include transfer of status information, Time-Space-
Position Information (TSPI), control of assets and vehicles, range safety-related
communications, limited secure voice (for use by umpires in training exercises), and
limited transmission of instrumentation (telemetry) data and low-rate video.

Configuration - Most applications involve multiple mobile users, all transmitting data to a
centralized ground-based control facility, which may employ several ground transceiver



sites. Ground-to-user data transmission is also required, though generally of lower volume,
depending on the application. There are also some requirements for direct user-to-user data
transmission, particularly when users are beyond range of ground facilities. In many
applications, it is necessary to initially configure and occasionally reconfigure individual
transceivers automatically over the datalink during the mission.

Capacity - In terms of net information transmission rate through the system (throughput),
most ranges require between one and four hundred kbps, on the assumption that several
missions are likely to be in progress simultaneously. The maximum required throughput is
around 1 Mbps, based on several simultaneous large-scale operations including drone
control.

Coverage - Ranges generally require coverage of all airspace within their boundaries and
a significant fraction of their surface areas. Coverage of airspace beyond range boundaries
is usually also required to line-of-sight limits (typically 150 nm), extendible to 450-500 nm
through airborne relaying.

Quality - Since multiple-access data transmission systems transfer data in block messages,
transmission quality is usually expressed in terms of message acceptance rate (MAR), the
probability that a block data message is properly received on the first transmission attempt,
and undetected error rate, the probability that a message presented at the system output
contains one or more errors introduced by the system.  MAR is a function of link power,
antenna gains, propagation losses, and error-correction coding effectiveness, and generally
must be 0.95 or better. In some applications, MAR in excess of 0.99 is necessary, and in
situations where retransmission (acknowledgment) procedures are appropriate, probability
of eventual successful message delivery must be still higher. Undetected error rate depends
on the error-detection process employed, and must be lower than 10-7 in some applications.

Latency - Delay through the system must be minimized, particularly in vehicle control
applications. The most demanding of these constrains round-trip delay to no more than 50
milliseconds.

Compatibility/Interoperability - There is a need to interconnect with a variety of ground-
based systems, in particular the currently-emerging system for Distributed Interactive
Simulation (DIS).

Security - The need for COMSEC protection of data transmissions on both uplinks and
downlinks was widely expressed, along with the need to support over-the-air re-keying of
the cryptographical devices providing it. Some applications do not require it, and have
traditionally not employed it due to cost.



Size - Size constraints on transceivers for use in certain vehicles and manpacks were
noted. In many cases, these correlate with less severe coverage requirements, allowing
lower transmitter power.

Prime Power - A wide variety of prime power sources must be accommodated, from 400
Hz aircraft power to battery packs. (Applications requiring batteries can generally tolerate
low RF output power.)

Affordability - Low-cost participant packages: production cost goals are $2.5K for
manpacks and ground vehicles, and $25K for flight-qualified units.

TECHNICAL DESIGN

Initial system design analysis based on the above requirements has identified several key
system characteristics. Since omni-directional antennas must be employed on vehicles for
both cost and coverage reasons, the operating frequency must be as low as possible, to
maximize range. With many government frequency bands presently on the auction block,
and increasing demand for all frequencies low enough to support mobile operations, the
1350-1400 (now 1390) MHz region of the L-band has been identified as the lowest
frequency range in which a common datalink has a high likelihood of receiving an
allocation for long-range airborne operation. This frequency range is allocated specifically
to data transmission systems used in military system test and evaluation. Since it is near
the band in which many range telemetry systems operate, and since a common datalink
would be capable of limited telemetry data transmission, consideration is being given to
extending the transceiver tuning range into the telemetry band (1435 to 1525 MHz) to
provide maximum flexibility in accommodating the system within the crowded spectrum.
This broader tuning range also enables more effective frequency diversity operation, where
required. In some operations where maximum range over the ocean is required,
consideration is being given to the development of a separate transceiver RF module that
would operate at VHF, in the 141 MHz band where some naval data links now operate.
Use of such units would be highly restricted, limited to ocean areas far from any ground-
based systems operating in that frequency range. Additional VHF and UHF bands will also
probably be necessary to meet the constraints of Army ground training applications. A
study is about to be initiated at the Joint Spectrum Center to determine feasible frequency
allocations.

Various signaling techniques are presently under evaluation. Use of spread-spectrum
pseudonoise signaling techniques can provide certain performance advantages, particularly
immunity to the type of long-time-delay multipath propagation that occurs in some air-to-
air situations. While these wideband techniques can improve electromagnetic compatibility
in some situations when operation is in the background, beneath narrowband signals, they



can also cause interference over their entire bandwidth when transmitters are too close to
victim receivers. Since a common datalink must operate effectively regardless of situation
geometry, this is unacceptable, and the current thinking is to employ narrowband signaling,
consistent with data transmission rates. Minimum-shift keying (MSK) is likely to be used,
with smoothing to ensure maximum roll off of signal power in the sidebands. Narrowband
operation would provide far more flexibility in attaining electromagnetic compatibility,
since it would allow a common datalink network to fit within any available narrow (about
2 ½ MHz) bandwidth within the tuning range, and could enable operation of multiple nets
within that range, when capacity requirements dictate.

Since exercise geometry must not be constrained by the performance of the data link, and
it must be possible for vehicles to operate in close proximity to one another, time-division
appears to be an appropriate form of multiple-access for a common datalink. (Multinet
operation could be considered a form of hybrid FDMA/TDMA.) Consideration is also
being given to FDMA, CDMA, and other hybrid schemes. Frequency-division currently
does not look promising, since ground stations would be need to copy transmissions from
all users, and this would necessitate large numbers of parallel receivers. Additionally,
code-division does not look promising due to the difficulty in allocation and the
requirement for extensive power-control. Power-control techniques necessitate full-duplex
operation and only work with single ground sites. Adjusting vehicle power to maintain
received signal level to a narrow range of values at multiple ground sites is obviously not
possible.

Since many test and training scenarios involve continually-changing demands on data link
system resources throughout the operation, a common datalink should employ a highly-
automated control system, capable of automatic reallocation of system resources such as
timeslots, operating frequencies, and relay configurations at all times, with minimal
complication. Although the exception rather than the rule, the system must accommodate
unanticipated demands for net entry and exit, sometimes from vehicles not included in the
original plan.

MODULAR DESIGN APPROACH

A principal goal is transceiver affordability. This can be achieved in part by a modular
design.  Every common datalink (or transceiver) will have some basic core capability to
which users will add application specific modules tailored to their needs and realize
different capabilities. Thus users will only pay for capabilities which they require.
Affordability will also be achieved through the use of commercially available components.
The wireless revolution that is currently underway is spawning the development of
technology that FIRST can capitalize on in defining a standard datalink capability.



Five different types of modules are envisioned: Antennas in a variety of configurations,
from short stacked-dipole arrays to flush-mount patch antennas to high-gain ground
antennas; RF Heads with a variety of power output levels and maximum duty cycles,
operating in different frequency ranges (it will be possible to employ multiple RF heads on
a single transceiver, for diversity operation or to provide interoperability or multi-band
capability); a Transceiver Controller/Processor (TCP) to perform all digital processing
functions, and control the operation of all transceiver components; Interface Modules to
connect to the appropriate vehicle systems and provide special I/O signal processing (e.g.,
digital voice coding/decoding, image compression) and encryption/decryption functions;
and a Power Supply Module, to provide regulated dc to the TCP and RF Head(s), derived
from a variety of prime power input types.

Since TCPs will accommodate multiple RF Heads and Interface Modules, a large variety
of transceiver configurations can be assembled, to accommodate a variety of applications.
System software will similarly be comprised of individual modules, use of which will
depend on hardware configuration. For example, a special software module that
implements diversity processing will be used when two of the same type of RF head are
employed to achieve high reliability with antenna diversity. Dual-band operation, or
simultaneous operation on multiple nets would similarly require additional software.

Since the system presently conceived will be heavily software-based, many of its operating
parameters would be changeable by software-driven command, and it would be possible to
optimize individual transceivers to particular applications remotely through use of special
system control messages that cause them to reconfigure appropriately. For example,
network control and management procedures in installations where drone control is the
principal application might be tailored to produce minimum latency. This would lead to a
system resource allocation process to which mission and scenario information is input,
from which in turn relay functions and timeslots are assigned to minimize delay, rather
than to maximize capacity. Having determined the appropriate system configuration and
timeslot assignments for a particular mission, and presented them to the system control
operator for approval, the control and management portion of the system then
automatically downloads specific assignments to individual transceivers. During the course
of the mission, as new demands arise, the control and management function reconfigures
the system to adapt to them, by sending additional control messages to individual
transceivers.

EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS

The advantages of a defined standard datalink capability are best illustrated by considering
two examples of how it would operate in different applications. These two examples are
presented below, each requiring a different set of system performance features. The first



example is reporting of vehicle status and TSPI from aircraft during a T&E operation. A
flight qualified transceiver with relatively high reporting rates and large coverage area is
required. The second example is of a large scale training exercise involving a large number
of users each with relatively lower throughput and latency needs. These examples of
diverse applications, while they are quite different in some parameters, such as the
numbers of players and the data rates that must be provided for each player, are
surprisingly comparable in many others, such as total capacity. Those applications with
many players generally don’t impose high update rates requirements, while those with high
reporting rate needs generally don’t involve many players.

In a Test and Evaluation exercise involving aerial vehicle status and TSPI, information
such as fuel and ammunition quantities, orientation, and various discrete events generally
originate from the vehicle instrumentation and are often available on internal data busses.
TSPI is generally derived aboard the vehicle, usually from a GPS receiver. Aerial
applications are often characterized by the need for higher-power transmitters, occasional
relay capability, generally low data latency, and link reliability of 95% or greater. These
applications generally allow long-range line of sight propagation and can operate at L-
Band or higher frequency. In general, only a small number of participants (1 to 10) must be
supported at any one time but require high message update rates, one per second or
greater.

Coverage requirements identified by the ranges varied significantly, since land and sea test
sites of many types were included. Mission coverage areas identified ranged from as small
as a 14x16 nmi rectangle to as large as a circle with a 350 nmi radius. In the vertical
dimension, ranges required coverage from sea level to altitudes as high as 100,000 ft. It is
recognized that line-of-sight propagation limitations restricted achievable single-hop
distances, and relaying is necessary to achieve distances beyond about 150 nmi.

Latency is a critical parameter in determining the overall configuration of a datalink
system, as various multiple-access approaches have different inherent amounts, and these
depend upon whether data presented for transmission is synchronized with link timing.
Latency is most critical in closed-loop control applications, such as drone control. Other
applications (such as periodic status/event reporting) required single-hop downlink latency
of around 50 ms, and in many applications far greater latency values were acceptable, up
to 300 ms when relays were involved.

Estimated datalink capacity requirements are derived from scenario details (numbers and
types of participants, message lengths and rates, anticipated need for relays) furnished by
the ranges. When TSPI message lengths were not stated by the ranges, a 480-bit length
(typical of many similar applications) was assumed. Related status messages were
included in the estimates when the range indicated intent to collect status data.



In a Large-Scale Training Exercise, maximizing total system capacity to accommodate the
maximum number of players, at maximum reporting rates, is generally the top priority. The
FIRST defined standard capability would allow the mission planner complete freedom in
assigning resources to players, to accomplish this objective:

• Message structures will allow each player to convey all necessary status information in
a single message. Messages each contain about 700 bits (not including addressing and
control), that can be structured in any way desired.

• Different reporting rates can be employed simultaneously by different players with
different needs. For example, ten players, each reporting once per ten seconds, could
share a single timeslot. At the same time, ten other timeslots (out of the 300 available
per second) could be assigned to a high-dynamic user, required to report ten times a
second. A small group would generally be reserved for the ground control site. All
users would monitor these, and the control site would use them to command individual
player units to reconfigure when necessary, and to send general information of a
broadcast nature (e.g., cease firing).

• Different reporting procedures can be used when required. For example, some timeslots
could be reserved for closed-loop reporting, where proper receipt of the information
must be confirmed. When such information is being sent to individual vehicles, one at a
time at low average rate, two timeslots per second might be assigned to this function,
one in which the control site sends a receipt-requested message to a different player
each second, the other of which contains the player's acknowledgment of receipt.
Failure to receipt prompts retransmission.

• Some timeslots could also be reserved for relaying. When a player's transmissions are
not received by the ground system, another player could intercept them and relay them
to the ground system on the reserved timeslots. Meanwhile, the ground system would
continue to monitor the out-of-contact player's assigned timeslots, and when messages
are once again received directly, it could cancel the relay function.

SUMMARY

The history of efforts to develop tri-service general solutions to the diverse problems of the
individual services reveals many "do-everything" systems that do not do anything well,
usually at excessively high cost. We intend to avoid those pitfalls in the definition a
standard datalink capability by taking full advantage of the flexibility and adaptability that
result from modern software-intensive communications processing. Just as the personal
computer has become ubiquitous because it can readily and inexpensively be adapted to a
wide range of applications through modular addition of hardware and software, likewise, a
standard datalink capability can become the desired solution to most range data
communications problems in the twenty-first century.


